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Overview 
The nature of unstructured data produced by organisations is that it continues to grow exponentially. It 
is critical that businesses use the right tools to support and manage these datasets efficiently.  

Object storage systems such as Vault v2 are designed to cater for internet-scale workloads by 
decoupling storage from the limitations of traditional NAS and SAN infrastructure. They simplify storage 
administration and offload data management to applications. 

Vault v2 is the new iteration of the Vault product first released in 2016. The updated service provides 
greater flexibility, higher-speed and lower-cost New Zealand based object storage for a variety of 
applications and use cases. 

Vault v2 achieves this in several ways:  

 By presenting the service to CCL/Spark clients and platforms via a fast Service Interconnect 
while also facilitating public access to the service over the internet. 

 By offering near-complete interoperability with the S3 API from AWS, facilitating native support 
of custom built and third party object storage capable applications. 

 By providing cloud object storage without any of the extra costs associated with data egress or 
transactions seen elsewhere. 

 By integrating with CCL’s CloudCreator portal, enabling client self-service functionality. 

With the enhancements outlined above, Vault v2 provides a substantial improvement on the availability, 
durability and scalability features offered by the original Vault product, while fully supporting existing 
client deployments. 
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1. Architecture 
The Vault v2 platform provides highly available and durable object storage that is presented using 
standard internet based and datacentre based network components. The service is designed to present 
cloud storage to applications, via the system’s implementation of the S3 API. This is developed by AWS 
for the Simple Storage Service (AWS S3). 

Applications consume capacity from the service by performing Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) GET 
and PUT (and other) requests to the system. The placement and indexing of data is handled by 
individual applications, while the system itself maintains an index of objects and custom metadata, 
within an internal metadata database. 

 

1.1. Regional Model 

The Vault v2 platform utilises a single service region multi-datacentre model. In this model the active 
sites within New Zealand (Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington) constitute a single region. Using one 
region facilitates the use of cross-site Erasure Coding for the efficient and highly available distribution 
of data across the platform. 

This regional design includes individual datacentre service interfaces alongside an internet service 
interface. These are used for the ingress and egress of data and the servicing of application requests. 
Supporting the system is an independent set of storage clusters and distributed databases, including 
an inventory of the objects residing within the platform. 

 

1.2. Storage Policies 

The concept of storage policies is central to the usage and protection of data within the Vault v2 
platform. The policies determine how data is stored within the system upon ingress, and then how data 
is made available in the event of a site-wide disaster. As an extension of this, storage policies also 
impact the overall amount of data capacity consumed by an object and the associated costs passed 
onto the consuming organisation. 

The specifics of the service resilience capabilities available from the platform are covered later in this 
document, however, they can be summarised as consisting of Replication and Erasure Coding (EC). In 
general, EC is more storage efficient than replication and therefore has a lower storage utilisation 
overhead. 

Storage Policies are assigned at the bucket level by organisations as per their internal application, 
business, commercial and risk requirements. CCL allows clients to choose to store their data within 
Vault v2 using the following methodologies: 

 Three-site Replicated - Objects are stored at all three datacentres in Auckland, Wellington 
and Christchurch. This protects against the loss of two datacentres and ensures that entire 
objects can be read from three discrete sites. 

 Three-site Erasure Coded - Objects are broken into fragments that are stored at all three 
datacentres in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. This protects against the loss of a single 
datacentre and ensures that entire objects can be reconstructed from two discrete sites. 
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In addition to selecting a replication or erasure coding scheme, a consistency level can be selected for 
write operations. Consistency levels impose requirements on what portion of the data and metadata 
associated with each S3 request that must be completed successfully, before the system can return a 
successful response to the S3 client. 

Table 1. Vault v2 Storage Policies 

Name Storage Type Consistency Application 

ec_distributed_all Erasure Coded Strong Default 

fc_distributed_all Replication 3 Sites Strong Default 

ec_distributed_quorum Erasure Coded Eventual Optional 

fc_distributed_quorum Replication 3 Sites Eventual Optional 

 

1.3. Service Resilience 

The Vault v2 platform includes built-in resilience features to protect against the loss of data or metadata. 
Clients can choose the protection level applied to their data by assigning their buckets to an appropriate 
storage profile. 

 Erasure Coding - Erasure Coding (EC) is a method of data protection in which data is broken 
into fragments, expanded and encoded with redundant data pieces and stored across a set of 
different locations or storage media. The goal of erasure coding is to enable any lost or 
corrupted data to be reconstructed by using information about the data stored elsewhere across 
the platform. 

Using the Reed-Solomon Erasure Coding algorithm, objects are broken into data fragments k 
and parity fragments m. The sum of the fragments k + m = n are distributed across n storage 
nodes within the object storage cluster. The example shown in the figure below is of an EC 7+5 
multi-site deployment where data and parity fragments are distributed across three sites. 

 

Figure 1. Erasure Coding 
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 Replication - Using replication, the data and metadata are protected against cluster loss (for 
example after a force majeure event such as an earthquake or tsunami) by making full copies 
of the data at one or more alternate site(s). The goal of replication is to ensure that data within 
the platform is resilient to the loss of one or more site(s). The replication model of data 
protection incurs a higher storage overhead when compared to Erasure Coding. It also provides 
higher recall and lower latency performance for applications and objects residing in the same 
datacentre. 

 

Figure 2. Replication 
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1.4. Service Presentation 

Vault v2 is presented using two different access methods. These are described below: 

 Datacentre Access Method - Uses the high-speed Service Interconnect at CCL’s PRT, PRC 
and ART datacentres in Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington respectively. This enables 
datacentre-located or connected clients and platforms to consume the service with lower 
latency and higher bandwidth.  

 Public Access Method - Uses internet links at CCL’s datacentres in New Zealand to provide 
convenient global access to data. This eliminates the need for direct connectivity to one of 
CCL’s datacentres or CCL-connected public or private networks. 

The connectivity options offered by Vault v2 are a key differentiator in the New Zealand market and 
allow organisations to consume the service in the way that best suits their specific requirements. 

Figure 3. Service Connectivity 
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Unlike alternative cloud storage products, data recalled or egressed from Vault v2 to external 
destinations is not subject to any additional fees or charges. This opens up new use cases for 
organisations with workloads that involve the continuous movement of data between users and 
applications. 

 

1.5. Smart Repair 

Replicated data in Vault v2 is assessed and repaired regularly. This ensures that for each data object, 
the proper number of replicas exist across the cluster, and that all replicas are up-to-date. When using 
erasure coding (EC) with Vault v2, it is also important that data is regularly evaluated and repaired. This 
ensures that for each object the correct number of fragments exist across the system, and that all 
fragments are up-to-date. 

The Vault v2 system implements the following repair features: 

 Repair-on-read - When a read request is processed for a particular replicated object, all 
replicas of the object are checked. Any missing or out-of-date replicas are replaced or updated. 
A similar process is performed for EC objects and metadata in the system, for a percentage of 
reads. 
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 Auto-repair - All data in the system is regularly checked and repair jobs are executed across 
the platform as needed. Separate repair jobs are run for object metadata and service usage 
data that are replicated across the platform. 

 

1.6. Versioning 

Vault v2 supports object versioning that can be enabled on buckets so that each version of an object in 
the bucket is retained. This includes both the current and prior versions. For example, if a user uploads 
a newly created document and then uploads further revised versions of the document, the system will 
store each individual version of the document. 

Versioning protects organisations against losing an object due to accidentally overwriting it - since the 
previous version is retained as well as the new version. Versioning also allows access to all the past 
versions of an object throughout its history. 

 

1.7. Identity and Access Management 

Vault v2 provides a subset of support for the Amazon Web Services Identity and Access Management 
(IAM) API. This functionality enables each Vault v2 user, under their user account, to create IAM groups 
and IAM users. The Vault v2 user can then grant those IAM users permissions to perform certain actions 
(such as reading or writing objects in a particular bucket or buckets). As with Amazon, a Vault v2 user 
grants these permissions to IAM groups and users by attaching "managed" IAM policies to groups or 
users, and/or by embedding "inline" IAM policies for groups or users. By default, newly created IAM 
users have no permissions; they gain permissions only when their parent Vault v2 user attaches or 
embeds policies for them. 

 

1.8. Storing Object Metadata 

Vault v2 allows for rich metadata to be associated with each stored object. The system allows for user-
defined object metadata as well as system-defined object metadata. 

The Vault v2 platform supports the Amazon S3 API methods that enable client applications to set user-
defined object metadata as an object is being stored. It also supports the S3 API methods that facilitate 
the subsequent retrieval of a specified object’s metadata - with or without the object itself. The system 
also extends the Amazon S3 API by allowing client applications to retrieve the user-defined metadata 
associated with all of the objects in a specified bucket. 

Regarding storage policies, Vault v2 provides system operators with the option to configure different 
consistency requirements for replicated object metadata, rather than for the replicated S3 object data 
itself. 

 

1.9. Encryption 

The Vault v2 platform supports two methods for the encryption of objects that are stored within the 
system. Clients can choose the encryption methodology that best meets their specific security non-
functional requirements. 

Server-Side Encryption – This facilitates the encryption of data at its destination by the application or 
service that receives it. Vault v2 encrypts client data at the object level. It writes it to disks within the 
cluster and decrypts it when a client accesses it. So long as the client authenticates the request and 
has the necessary permissions, there is no difference in the way encrypted or unencrypted objects are 
accessed. 

When using Server-Side Encryption with CCL Managed Keys (SSE), each object is encrypted with a 
unique key. As an additional safeguard, the system encrypts the key itself with a master key that it 
regularly rotates. Vault v2 server-side encryption uses 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-
256) to encrypt data residing within the platform. 
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Server-Side Encryption with Client Keys (SSE-C) - The client provides encryption keys which are 
controlled in accordance with their internal security policies. Using the encryption key provided by the 
client as part of their request, Vault v2 manages both the encryption, as it writes to disks, and decryption, 
when an application accesses objects. The client does not need to maintain any code to perform data 
encryption and decryption. The only task the client needs to perform is to manage the encryption keys 
they provide. 

Vault v2 does not store the encryption keys provided by the client. Instead, it stores a randomly salted 
HMAC value of the encryption key to validate future requests. The salted HMAC value cannot be used 
to derive the value of the encryption key, or to decrypt the contents of the encrypted object. That means 
that if the encryption key is lost, the object is also lost. By extension, CCL cannot decrypt client objects 
where they are encrypted using the platform’s SSE-C functionality. 

 

1.10. Accreditation 

The underlying HyperStore technology has the following independent security accreditations. 

Common Criteria EAL2 – This is an internationally recognised body of standards, guidelines, and 
frameworks for evaluating the security features and capabilities of IT security products. Twenty-seven 
countries, including New Zealand, have signed the Common Criteria Recognition Act (CCRA). 
Certification assures customers that a solution has passed a thorough the process of specification, 
implementation, and evaluation, proving the technology’s security. Furthermore, the EAL2 designation 
shows that the solution has been structurally tested to meet special additional security criteria. 

Evaluation Assurance Level 2 compares the results of independent security evaluations. The Common 
Criteria provides a common set of requirements for the security functionality of IT products and the 
assurance measures applied to them during a security evaluation. The evaluation process establishes 
a level of confidence that the security functionality and assurance measures meet those requirements. 
The evaluation results help consumers decide whether the IT products fulfil their security needs. 

FIPS 140-2 - The Federal Information Processing Standard (140-2) specifies the security requirements 
that will be satisfied by a cryptographic module. It provides four increasing, qualitative levels intended 
to cover a wide range of potential applications and environments. 

The areas covered relate to the secure design and implementation of a cryptographic module. They  
include: 

 Specification 

 Ports and interfaces 

 Roles 

 Services 

 Authentication 

 Finite state model 

 Physical security 

 Operational environment 

 Cryptographic key management 

 Electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic compatibility (EMI/EMC) 

 Self-tests 

 Design assurance 

 Mitigation of other attacks. 

Vault v2 is offered to both commercial and government organisations. 
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NZ All of Government - The Vault v2 service is New Zealand All of Government (AoG) accredited and 
certified. It is available for consumption by NZ Government agencies directly via the IaaS catalogue. 
For the AoG Certification and Accreditation process, The Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) is the 
Certification Authority and the individual Participating Agencies are the Accreditation Authorities. 
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2. Protocols 
Alongside comparable object storage services, Vault v2 provides RESTful interface access to resident 
data for applications and users. 

2.1. S3 Compatible Interface 

Vault v2 offers advanced S3 API support and a compatibility tier that gives developers continued use 
of Amazon’s S3 Software Development Kit (SDK). By supporting native S3 API calls, developers can 
significantly ease their workloads by not changing SDK’s or API’s. 

When deploying an open-hybrid cloud and/or moving data between providers, it is important to 
understand how compatible a storage platform is. S3 is quickly becoming the industry standard for 
object storage and this is not expected to change in the foreseeable future. Choosing the right storage 
platform can save organisations money, and shave months off the time to deploy. Adherence to and 
compatibility with these standards is critical. 

To make S3 simple for applications to access, Amazon continues to refine the operations available to 
applications through the S3 API. These total 51 operations consisting of S3 Service, S3 Buckets, and 
S3 Objects. Compatibility is based on a storage platform’s ability to perform some, or all of the S3 API 
features. 

Advanced S3 Compatibility - For organisations and developers that want assurance that their 
applications are S3 compatible and/or will continue to work seamlessly with their cloud provider, it is 
important that the storage platform selected boasts advanced compatibility with the S3 API.  

Of the 51 operations available through the S3 API, 24 of them are considered advanced. To be 
considered compatible with an advanced degree, a storage platform should be able to perform the 
majority of the advanced operations listed. 

Figure 4 on the following page, shows simple operations (blue), moderately complex operations (gold) 
and advanced operations (green).  
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Figure 4. S3 Compatibility 
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Bucket Storage Type Configuration - This extension of the S3 API enables S3 clients to configure 
“large" objects on a per-bucket basis, the options are to store and replicate the objects in the Vault v2 
File System, or store and protect them through erasure coding. Clients can specify the size threshold 
above which an object is to be processed as a “large” object. 

Canned ACL Group Read - This allows read access to everyone in the object owner’s group, to allow 
permissions to a group other than the object owner’s group. When separate PUT ACL requests grant 
permissions to both a group and an individual user within that group, the user gets the broader of the 
two permission grants. For example, if the group is granted full control, and a user within the group is 
granted read, the user gets full control. 

Return User-defined Object Metadata - This extension is enabled by the optional extension URI 
parameter: meta=true. This extension enables developers to return user-defined object metadata with 
the GET Bucket response. Without this Vault v2 extension, the GET Bucket method returns only system 
metadata, not user-defined metadata. 

Group Management - This implementation allows administrators to manage a group by retrieving 
information, and provides basic create and delete functions. Like user management, the API also 
enables rating plan management on a group level. 

Usage Reporting - Allows administrators to retrieve S3 service usage data for a Vault v2 user or user 
group. It complies with Amazon S3 by always attributing data transfer and storage activity to the bucket 
owner, regardless of who owns individual objects within the bucket, or who submits object-related 
requests. 

 

2.2. File Gateways 

When paired with a file gateway solution, Vault v2 can provide Common Internet File System (CIFS) 
and Network File System (NFS) capacity to support existing file based workloads and direct access to 
data by end users. The combination of file gateway technology and snapshotting functionality 
unburdens organisations from the need to perform traditional backups with complete confidence that 
data remains fully protected in the distributed object store. 

The Vault v2 platform fully supports filer solutions from established providers including Nasuni, Panzura 
and CTERA. 

 

2.3. Third-party Applications 

Because of Vault v2’s comprehensive compliance with the Amazon S3 API, organisations can use most 
off-the-shelf third party S3 client applications with the platform. For feedback on particular S3 
applications that your business is considering using with Vault v2, talk to your CCL Sales 
Representative. 

 

2.4. Custom Applications 

In most cases, developing a client application for the Vault v2 storage service is the same as developing 
a client application for Amazon S3. As a result, when building S3 applications for the Vault v2 service, 
one can leverage the wealth of resources available to Amazon S3 developers online. 

 AWS Developer Resources: https://aws.amazon.com/s3/developer-resources/ 
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3. Operations 
As a cloud object storage service, it is critical that users are provided with self-service functionality to 
establish and operate the platform. Vault v2 offers this capability as well as insights into usage patterns 
and billing via CloudCreator. 

3.1. CloudCreator 

This service is CCL’s cloud aggregation and management tool and is provided to clients free of charge. 
CloudCreator facilitates the self-service management of CCL’s products and services as well as those 
from external providers including AWS and Azure. 

Vault v2 client management features are accessible from a dashboard within CloudCreator. The 
dashboard displays storage account information and enables the user to create additional accounts and 
associated buckets. Users can also assign storage policies through the portal. 

The self-service functions that are made available to clients through CloudCreator include: 

 Access management 

 Account management 

 Data visualisations 

 Key management 

 Service history 

 Storage Policy management 

 User management 

 

 


